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This project aimed to investigate the metabolic basis for resilience
to neurodegeneration (cognitive reserve) in highly educated
patients with prodromal Alzheimer disease (AD). Methods:
Sixty-four patients with amnestic mild cognitive impairment
who later converted to AD dementia during follow-up, and
90 controls, underwent brain 18F-FDG PET. Both groups were
divided into a poorly educated subgroup (42 controls and 36
prodromal AD patients) and a highly educated subgroup (48
controls and 28 prodromal AD patients). Brain metabolism
was first compared between education-matched groups of
patients and controls. Then, metabolism was compared between
highly and poorly educated prodromal AD patients in both
directions to identify regions of high education-related meta-
bolic depression and compensation. The clusters of signifi-
cant depression and compensation were further used as
volumetric regions of interest (ROIs) in a brain interregional cor-
relation analysis in each prodromal AD subgroup to explore met-
abolic connectivity. All analyses were performed by means of
SPM8 (P , 0.001 uncorrected at peak level, P , 0.05 false dis-
covery rate–corrected at cluster level; age, sex, Mini-Mental
State Examination score, and center as nuisance). Results:
Highly educated prodromal AD patients showed more severe
hypometabolism than poorly educated prodromal AD patients
in the left inferior and middle temporal gyri and the left middle
occipital gyrus (ROI depression). Conversely, they showed
relative hypermetabolism in the right inferior, middle, and su-
perior frontal gyri (ROI compensation). The sites of compen-
sation, mainly corresponding to the right dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLFC), showed wide metabolic correlations

with several cortical areas in both hemispheres (frontotempo-
ral cortex, parahippocampal gyrus, and precuneus) in highly
educated prodromal AD patients but not in poorly educated
prodromal AD patients. To provide evidence on whether these
metabolic correlations represent preservation of the physio-
logic networks of highly educated control subjects (neural re-
serve) or rather the recruitment of alternative networks (neural
compensation), or a combination of the two, we performed
metabolic connectivity analysis of the DLFC in highly edu-
cated controls as well. The correlation sites of right DLFC
partly overlapped those of highly educated prodromal AD
patients but were less extended. Conclusion: The present
findings suggest that highly educated prodromal AD patients
can cope better with the disease thanks to neural reserve but
also to the recruitment of compensatory neural networks in
which the right DLFC plays a key role.
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Cognitive reserve refers to the hypothesized capacity
of an adult brain to cope with brain damage in order to
minimize symptomatology (1). In the field of aging and
dementia, cognitive reserve is based on the clinical ob-
servation that highly educated Alzheimer disease (AD)
patients maintain a relatively preserved functional level
for a longer time than less educated people, even after
adjusting for socioeconomic indicators, health problems,
intelligence, and lifestyle (2,3). This concept is supported
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by frequent discrepancies between measured pathology
and cognitive decline (4,5). It has been shown that about
20% of elderly people who are cognitively normal before
death have sufficient postmortem pathology to meet neu-
ropathologic criteria for AD (6,7), and such a discrepancy
could be due to cognitive reserve.
A critical question for the understanding of cognitive

reserve is to clarify the brain adaptation mechanisms un-
derlying this concept that otherwise remains an abstract
conjecture. The neuropsychologic approach uses several
variables as markers of, or proxies for, cognitive reserve
(i.e., education, occupational complexity, extent of intellec-
tual activities during leisure time, and neuropsychologic tests)
(8). Neuropsychologic tests are sensitive to brain injury and
dysfunction, but they yield only indirect evidence of brain
networking and lack precise anatomic localization (9).
Functional neuroimaging has the potential to contribute

to the understanding of these adaptive mechanisms of the
brain. That is, given a particular level of imaging-assessed
brain damage, cognitive reserve could hypothetically be
defined as the difference between an individual’s expected
and actual cognitive performance. Indeed, neuroimaging
measurements reflect more closely the pathophysiologic
condition of a given patient whereas neuropsychology is more
directly influenced by the effect of cognitive reserve itself.
Moreover, functional imaging may help disclose the

compensatory circuitry that allows a subject with more
efficient brain reserve to cope with cognitive tasks despite
the presence of degenerative pathology. Following this hy-
pothesis, the presence of cognitive reserve has been specifi-
cally investigated by means of functional MR imaging, both
perfusion and metabolism PET, and, more recently, amyloid
PET imaging (10). Functional MR imaging and perfusion
(H2

15O) PET activation studies have provided information
on compensatory functional networks related to a specific
task (11). On the other hand, resting-state functional MR
imaging studies allowed the identification of different regions
of brain activation during psychosensorial resting (12).
These imaging studies have been performed on healthy

aging individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
(13) and in several neurodegenerative diseases, including
AD (12,14). In the field of dementia, most studies on cogni-
tive reserve have included healthy elderly and AD patients
but rarely (13) subjects at prodromal stages of the disease.
As far as resting-state metabolic aspects of brain reserve

are concerned, previous 18F-FDG PET studies indirectly
suggested the presence of cognitive reserve in AD patients
through the demonstration of an inverse relationship between
glucose metabolism and education/occupation (13,14) or in-
tellectual ability (15). However, evidence of more extended
or preserved metabolic connectivity in subjects with a higher
educational level is still lacking, especially in the prodromal
stage of AD, when both pharmacologic and training interven-
tions are more likely to be successful.
The aim of this study was to investigate the metabolic

bases of cognitive reserve in patients with prodromal AD

and high education. In particular, we aimed at directly
demonstrating the presence of more severe brain glucose
hypometabolism in a group of highly educated patients
with prodromal AD than in severity-matched poorly educated
patients. Then, our hypothesis was that cognitive reserve in
highly educated patients results from more widespread
metabolic connections of relatively preserved brain regions.
We applied the method of interregional correlation analysis
based on statistical parametric mapping (SPM) data, which
has been successfully used to investigate metabolic connec-
tivity both in overt (16) and in prodromal (17) AD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
The 18F-FDG PET project of the European Alzheimer Disease

Consortium (http://www.eadc.info) is aimed at joining together
18F-FDG PET scans with corresponding clinical and neuropsycho-
logic data from patients with MCI and cognitively normal controls.

Patients with amnestic MCI, with or without impairment in
other cognitive domains, and healthy controls were enrolled.
Dementia was excluded by clinical interviews with patients and
caregivers exploring significant impairment in activities of daily
living and by means of the Clinical Dementia Rating scale (18),
scoring 0.5 in all patients. General cognition was assessed with
the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) in all centers.

All subjects underwent rating scales for depression and neuro-
psychiatric symptoms according to the routine in use in each center.
Neuropsychologic tests were administered in the domains of
memory, language, executive function, attention, and visuocon-
struction, according to the routine of each center, to define the
amnestic MCI syndrome, following Petersen’s criteria (19). Raw
scores were converted to age-, education-, and sex-corrected z
scores according to each center’s locally collected or normative
data, which vary among countries and languages. Impairment
was defined as a z score of 21.5 or lower. Patients with impair-
ment in the memory domain only (single-domain amnestic MCI)
or with impairment in the memory domain plus impairment in non-
memory domains (multidomain amnestic MCI) were included.

The healthy controls agreed to participate as volunteers, and the
only inclusion criterion was that they be in the same age range as
the patients. They were judged to be in good health by general
medical and neurologic examinations and by routine blood and
urine assays. Cognitive health was established in each center by
means of the same interview and test battery as that in use for
amnestic MCI patients. Only subjects with an MMSE score of more
than 26 and a Clinical Dementia Rating score of 0 were included.

Further details about inclusion and exclusion criteria for both
amnestic MCI patients and controls have been listed elsewhere
(17) and are included as supplemental material (available online at
http://jnm.snmjournals.org).

Patients and controls were regularly followed up to detect those
developing dementia. Patients were carefully treated for systemic
comorbidity; drugs known to depress brain synaptic transmission,
such as benzodiazepines and tricyclic antidepressants, were slowly
tapered and then withdrawn, when possible. None of the patients
was taking antidementia medication at the time of either PET scan
or during the follow-up period. The study was approved by the
local Ethics Committees, and all the recruited subjects provided
written informed consent.
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The present work concerns the data of 186 patients with amnestic
MCI and 90 controls enrolled and followed up until December 2011.
The proportion of patients and controls was roughly comparable
among centers to balance for the impact of different scanners.

During a mean follow-up of about 2 y, 64 of the 186 amnestic
MCI patients progressed to AD dementia (referred to in this paper
as prodromal AD patients: 31 men and 33 women; mean age,
72.0 6 8.2 y; years of education, 11.06 4.6; mean baseline MMSE
score, 27.06 1.6; mean follow-up time, 22.66 16.0 mo). Diagnosis
of dementia of the AD type was established according to the criteria
of the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative
Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related
Disorders Association (20) and according to the DSM-IVR criteria
(21). To investigate the pathophysiology of brain cognitive reserve,
both prodromal AD and control groups were further divided into
low-education (LE) and high-education (HE) subgroups according
to the median number of years of schooling of the whole group.
This cutoff (12 y of education) allowed the following subgroups
to be obtained: HE control (n 5 48), LE control (n 5 42), HE
prodromal AD (n 5 28), and LE prodromal AD (n 5 36) (Table 1).

This median of 12 y is close to the boundary between high-level
and medium- to low-level education in the 4 countries participat-
ing in the study, that is, 9–10 y in Germany, 11 y in The Nether-
lands, 12 y in France, and 13 y in Italy. Supplemental Figure 1
shows the distribution of classes of years of education. Table 2
reports the baseline neuropsychologic z scores of the patient groups.
Neither the MMSE score nor scores on neuropsychologic tests sig-
nificantly differed between the 2 prodromal AD subgroups, thus
allowing the investigation of metabolic impairment between differ-
ently educated prodromal AD patients with a comparable severity of
cognitive impairment.

PET Procedures
18F-FDG PET was performed, according to European Associa-

tion of Nuclear Medicine guidelines, within 2 mo from the base-
line clinical–neuropsychologic examination (22). Technical details
of the scanners used in the different centers are reported in Sup-
plemental Table 1. DICOM files were exported and converted to
Analyze format.

Image Analysis
All preprocessing and statistical analysis steps were performed

using the SPM package (version 8; Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology) (23) implemented in Matlab, version 6.5
(MathWorks). To avoid inconsistencies deriving from the use of

the default SPM brain H2
15O template (24), PET scans were

normalized using a customized brain 18F-FDG PET template,
obtained from brain PET and MR imaging scans of 27 healthy
subjects as detailed elsewhere (17). This setting is absolutely
similar to the SPM default (the template available for normali-
zation is based on controls acquired in a single center, which is,
by definition, different from the center where the studied PET
scans were acquired). However, even if a gold standard has not
been identified, we cannot exclude the possibility that the in-
clusion of controls from other centers could have influenced the
results of the analyses. After template editing, all brain PET
scans were subjected to affine and nonlinear spatial normaliza-
tion into the stereotaxic space of the Montreal Neurological In-
stitute through the study-customized 18F-FDG template using
SPM. The spatially normalized sets of images were then smoothed
with a 10-mm isotropic gaussian filter to blur individual variations in
gyral anatomy and to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.

Comparison of HE and LE Prodromal AD Groups with
HE and LE Control Groups

This step assessed whether, in comparison to age- and
education-matched controls, HE prodromal AD patients effec-
tively had more severe hypometabolism than LE prodromal
AD patients who had similar global cognitive impairment. To
this aim, brain PET scans from prodromal AD subgroups were
compared with those from the age- and education-matched control
groups on a voxel-by-voxel basis. The following comparisons were
performed (2-sample t test): HE control . HE prodromal AD and
LE control . LE prodromal AD.

The significance of identified regions was established at a P value
of less than 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons with the false
discovery rate (FDR) option at both peak and cluster level. Only clus-
ters containing more than 50 voxels were considered to be significant.

In this preliminary step, more severe and extended hypome-
tabolism was indeed present in HE prodromal AD patients.
Clusters of hypometabolism in HE prodromal AD patients were
present in the left middle occipital gyrus, bilaterally in the superior
and middle temporal gyri, and in wide regions of the posterior
parietal cortex in both hemispheres, in addition to bilaterally in the
precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex (Fig. 1 and Supplemental
Table 2). Therefore, in the following analyses we focused on in-
vestigating brain regions, and then metabolic networks, that allow
HE prodromal AD patients to maintain a level of global cognitive
functioning similar to that of LE prodromal AD patients, despite
more severe AD-related hypometabolism.

TABLE 1
Patient and Control Characteristics

Characteristic HE control (n 5 48) LE control (n 5 42) HE prodromal AD (n 5 28) LE prodromal AD (n 5 36)

Age (y) 68.6 6 6.5 65.4 6 5.9 71.0 6 8.3 73.5 6 8.0

Sex
Men 25 14 18 13
Women 23 28 10 23

Education (y) 14.4 6 2.2 7.8 6 1.9 15.1 6 2.4 7.0 6 1.0

Follow-up (mo) 16.1 6 18.2 19.9 6 17.1 24.3 6 18.0 20.1 6 14.0

Baseline MMSE 29.4 6 1.0 29.1 6 1.4 27.2 6 1.3 26.9 6 1.7
Follow-up MMSE 29.1 6 1.2 29.0 6 1.6 24.1 6 2.2 23.9 6 1.9

Data are mean 6 SD.
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Regions of Metabolic Depression and Compensation
in Prodromal AD Subgroups

To identify the presence, location, and extent of brain regions
with either greater metabolic depression or greater compensation
in HE than in LE prodromal AD patients, we directly compared
the PET scans of the 2 subgroups in both directions (2-sample
t test: LE . HE and HE . LE). These analyses were performed by
applying all the SPM parameters used for the comparison with
controls, except for the P value, which was accepted as significant at
peak level (uncorrected P , 0.001).

These comparisons allowed identifying a cluster of metabolic
depression and a cluster of metabolic compensation in the HE
prodromal AD subgroup (the results are presented in Fig. 2 and
Table 3). These 2 clusters were finally saved and used as a vol-
umetric region of interest (ROI): 1. ROI depression (LE . HE);
2. ROI compensation (HE . LE), respectively.

In each patient, mean 18F-FDG uptake within ROI depression
and ROI compensation was computed using the SPM Mask subtool.
Individual ROI 18F-FDG uptake values were then normalized to the
individual mean uptake in the cerebellum (weighted 18F-FDG uptake).

Metabolic Connectivity of ROI Depression
and Compensation

To evaluate the functional connectivity of ROI depression and
ROI compensation in HE and LE prodromal AD patients,
voxelwise interregional correlation analysis was performed using
SPM according to the procedure validated by Lee et al. (25).
Briefly, in both the HE and the LE prodromal AD groups, mean
regional counts of both ROI depression and ROI compensation
were used as covariates to find regions showing significant voxel-
wise correlations across subjects (multiple regression analysis).
This option allows the voxelwise evaluation of the correlation
between variables of interest and PET-assessed brain metabolism
in each subgroup. SPM t maps were displayed using an uncor-
rected P value of less than 0.001 at peak level; all other SPM
analysis details were the same as in the previous analyses. In
all SPM analyses, age, sex, MMSE score, and center of belong-
ing were included as nuisance variables.

RESULTS

Regions of Metabolic Depression and Compensation
in HE Prodromal AD Patients

In the direct comparison between HE and LE prodromal
AD patients, a more severe hypometabolism was detected

in the HE group in the fusiform gyrus, inferior and middle
temporal gyri, and middle occipital gyrus of the left hemi-
sphere (ROI depression) (Fig. 2A). Conversely, relatively
higher metabolic levels were found in the right inferior,
middle, and superior frontal gyri in HE than in LE prodro-
mal AD patients (ROI compensation) (Fig. 2B). Table 3
provides details on cortical regions, Brodmann areas
(BAs), and z scores.

Interregional Correlation Analysis of ROI Depression

In both the HE and the LE prodromal AD subgroups,
ROI depression showed a pattern only of autocorrelation. In
fact, this region was metabolically connected with the left
occipital and temporal lobes. In LE prodromal AD, only
ROI depression was also correlated with a small cluster in
the right cuneus (Fig. 3). Table 4 provides details on corti-
cal regions, BAs, and z scores.

Interregional Correlation Analysis of ROI
Compensation

ROI compensation showed wide metabolic correlations
with several cortical areas in both hemispheres (fronto-
temporal cortex, parahippocampal gyrus, and precuneus)
in HE prodromal AD patients (Fig. 4B) but was substan-
tially only autocorrelated in LE prodromal AD patients
(Fig. 4A). Table 5 provides details on cortical regions, BAs,
and z scores.

Post Hoc Analysis

Overall, these results suggest some explanations about
how HE prodromal AD patients can cope better with a more
severe AD-related hypometabolic involvement. However,
the results do not indicate whether these metabolic
networks represent only the preservation of the physio-
logic networks that can also be found in HE cognitively
normal subjects or rather represent the recruitment of
alternative neural networks to support cognitive function
in the presence of disease-related damage elsewhere.

To further investigate this aspect, the metabolic connec-
tivity of ROI compensation (i.e., right dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex [DLFC]) was separately tested in HE controls
and in LE controls. This post hoc analysis was performed
using the same parameters as those adopted for the

FIGURE 1. Comparison between LE (A) and HE (B) prodromal AD

patients and education-matched controls. Height significance

threshold: P , 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (false dis-

covery rate), at both peak and cluster levels. Figure displays regions
of significant difference, color-graded in terms of z values. Talairach

coordinates and further details are provided in Supplemental Table 2.

TABLE 2
Baseline Neuropsychologic z Scores of Patient Groups

Group

HE prodromal

AD (n 5 28)

LE prodromal

AD (n 5 36) P

Immediate recall 21.83 6 1.00 21.25 6 0.99 NS

Delayed recall 22.06 6 1.07 21.89 6 0.74 NS
Visuoconstruction 20.53 6 1.94 20.48 6 1.76 NS

Verbal fluency 20.16 6 1.06 0.47 6 1.38 NS

Attention 20.51 6 2.55 20.61 6 2.01 NS

Executive function 21.35 6 2.08 21.42 6 1.10 NS

NS 5 not significant.
Data are mean 6 SD.
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analysis in prodromal AD subgroups. The analysis showed
that, although moderately less extended than in HE prodromal
AD patients, the distribution of metabolic correlations in
the right DLFC of HE controls is similar to that of HE
prodromal AD patients (mainly including the frontal and
temporal cortex, parahippocampal gyrus, and precuneus in
both hemispheres) (Fig. 5B). By contrast, in LE controls the
metabolic connectivity of the right DLFC was markedly
less extended, as it was substantially autocorrelated and
then just correlated with small clusters in the precuneus,
occipital cortex, and limbic cortex mainly in the ipsilateral
hemisphere (Fig. 5A). Figure 6 shows the point-by-point
comparison of the distribution of the results of the voxelwise
interregional correlation analysis of ROI compensation in HE

prodromal AD patients and HE controls (details on cortical
regions, BAs, and z scores are provided in Supplemental
Table 3).

DISCUSSION

This study investigated mechanisms of cognitive reserve
by assessing the resting metabolic networks that enable HE
prodromal AD patients to maintain a level of cognitive
functioning similar to that of LE prodromal AD patients
despite having greater brain metabolic impairment in
areas typically affected by neurodegenerative changes in
AD.

The main finding was that in these patients the greater
associative and limbic posterior cortical metabolic dysfunc-

FIGURE 2. Comparison between LE and

HE prodromal AD patients. Height thresh-
olds: uncorrected P , 0.001 at peak level;

P , 0.05 FDR-corrected at cluster level.

These 2 clusters were finally saved and
used as ROIs, one with ROI depression

(A, LE . HE) and another with ROI compen-

sation (B, HE . LE). Talairach coordinates

and further details are provided in Supple-
mental Table 2 and in Table 3.

TABLE 3
Results of 18F-FDG Brain PET Comparison Between HE and LE Prodromal AD Patients, with ROI Compensation

Peak level

Cluster level
Maximum

z score

Talairach
coordinates

Analysis Cluster extent Corrected P Cortical region x y z Cortical region BA

LE . HE 1,412 0.007 L occipital 4.4 242 274 210 Fusiform gyrus 19

L temporal 3.69 263 260 22 Inferior temporal gyrus 37

L temporal 3.25 250 273 11 Middle temporal gyrus 39
L occipital 3.21 246 281 10 Middle occipital gyrus 19

L occipital 3.06 226 284 1 Middle occipital gyrus 18

HE . LE 693 0.046 R frontal 3.34 48 35 23 Inferior frontal gyrus 47

R frontal 3.15 50 29 2 Inferior frontal gyrus 45
R frontal 3.01 44 38 20 Middle frontal gyrus 46

R frontal 2.8 50 32 8 Inferior frontal gyrus 46

R frontal 2.77 40 53 16 Superior frontal gyrus 10

R frontal 2.68 34 13 212 Inferior frontal gyrus 13
R frontal 2.63 42 49 16 Middle frontal gyrus 46

R frontal 2.5 30 9 217 Inferior frontal gyrus 47

P values of ,0.001 (uncorrected at voxel level) and ,0.05 (FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons at cluster level) were accepted as

statistically significant. In cluster level section, reported for each statistically significant cluster are number of voxels, corrected P value,

and cortical region where cluster was found. In peak level section, reported for each significant cluster are z score, peak coordinates,
corresponding cortical region, and BA.
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tion is counterbalanced by a relatively preserved metabo-
lism in the right DLFC. This region seems to be involved in
wide, bilateral frontotemporal and limbic metabolic net-
works that are potentiated in HE prodromal AD patients not
only with respect to LE prodromal AD patients but also
with respect to HE controls.
The evidence of more AD-typical brain hypometabolism

in HE than in LE prodromal AD patients expressing the
same level of cognitive symptoms supports the existence of
cognitive reserve. However, this finding cannot provide
clues about the functional mechanisms underlying cognitive
reserve. Two mechanisms have been described as being
part of cognitive reserve, that is, neural reserve and neural
compensation (11). Neural reserve reflects preexisting
brain networks that are more efficient or have greater capac-
ity and may therefore be less susceptible to disruption,
whereas neural compensation refers to the adoption of new,

compensatory brain networks after disease has affected those
networks typically used for particular tasks.

We directly addressed this latter aspect by investigating
whether relatively higher metabolism is found in HE than in
LE prodromal AD patients. Such a finding was indeed
present in the right inferior, middle, and superior frontal
gyri. This finding suggests that metabolic activity within
the right DLFC—which is likely to be relatively spared
by the disconnection process—can be increased through
synaptic trafficking only in HE prodromal AD patients.
This result is in keeping with previous studies demonstrating
a positive impact of cognitive reserve–related life activity on
gray matter densities in the middle frontal cortex (26). Sim-
ilarly, functional MR imaging during a memory task showed
that education positively correlated with frontal activity in
healthy elderly individuals but not in young individuals
(27). This finding suggests that the frontal cortex might be

FIGURE 3. Voxelwise interregional corre-
lation analysis of ROI depression in LE (A)

and HE (B) prodromal AD patients. Talairach

coordinates and further details are provided

in Table 4.

TABLE 4
Results of Interregional Correlation Analysis of ROI Depression in LE and HE Prodromal AD Patients

Peak level

Cluster level
Maximum

z score

Talairach

coordinates

Analysis Cluster extent Corrected P Cortical region x y z Cortical region BA

LE 731 0.045 L occipital 3.72 248 277 9 Middle occipital gyrus 19

L temporal 3.68 257 264 5 Middle temporal gyrus 37

L temporal 3.61 242 251 211 Fusiform gyrus 37

R occipital 3.50 4 286 34 Cuneus 19
R occipital 3.44 6 296 23 Cuneus 18

R occipital 3.22 20 274 33 Cuneus 7

HE 678 0.03 L temporal 4.32 261 262 25 Inferior temporal gyrus 37

L temporal 3.88 250 276 23 Inferior temporal gyrus 19
L temporal 3.64 248 273 17 Middle temporal gyrus 39

L occipital 3.30 244 276 26 Superior occipital gyrus 19

P values of ,0.001 (uncorrected at voxel level) and ,0.05 (FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons at cluster level) were accepted as

statistically significant. In cluster level section, reported for each statistically significant cluster are number of voxels, corrected P value,

and cortical region where cluster was found. In peak level section, reported for each significant cluster are z score, peak coordinates,
corresponding cortical region, and BA.
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engaged to support cognitive function even in the older
individuals. Accordingly, some models of cognitive reserve
propose frontal lobe activity (functional MR imaging) as
a main compensatory mechanism already in place in HE
elderly subjects. In the field of AD, the topography of our

results is, interestingly, in keeping with the emerging role
of the DLFC in the discrimination between those MCI
patients rapidly converting to dementia of Alzheimer type
and those remaining stable (16,28). Moreover, brain SPECT
perfusion of the right DLFC has been shown to be negatively
correlated in prodromal AD with hippocampal and parahip-
pocampal MR imaging atrophy, suggesting a functional
compensation in response to the lesional impairment of
the medial temporal lobe (29).

However, other studies including both healthy elders and
AD patients obtained different results, as they showed that
premorbid intellectual ability was inversely correlated with
cerebral metabolism in the prefrontal and premotor cortices
(15). This difference in the directionality of the relationship
between DLFC metabolism and cognitive reserve may be
due to the earlier stage of the disease in the present group of
prodromal AD patients. Our findings were obtained at the
prodromal (amnestic MCI) stage of AD and thus highlight
those compensatory mechanisms that are particularly active

FIGURE 4. Interregional correlation analysis of ROI compensation

in LE (A) and HE (B) prodromal AD patients. Talairach coordinates

and further details are provided in Table 5.

TABLE 5
Results of Interregional Correlation Analysis of ROI Compensation in LE and HE Prodromal AD Patients

Peak level

Cluster level
Maximum

z score

Talairach

coordinates

Analysis Cluster extent Corrected P Cortical region x y z Cortical region BA

LE 1,286 0.026 R frontal 4.31 22 28 218 Middle frontal gyrus 11
R frontal 4.23 30 30 215 Inferior frontal gyrus 47

R frontal 4.12 18 17 211 Subcallosal gyrus 47

R frontal 4.1 52 28 6 Inferior frontal gyrus 45

R frontal 3.97 42 49 16 Middle frontal gyrus 46
R frontal 3.95 48 29 22 Inferior frontal gyrus 45

R frontal 3.9 46 41 4 Inferior frontal gyrus 46

R frontal 3.87 38 31 212 Inferior frontal gyrus 47
R limbic 3.81 8 34 212 Anterior cingulate 32

HE 11,303 0.0001 L frontal 17.2 250 3 13 Precentral gyrus 44

L occipital 16 216 268 2 Lingual gyrus 18

R frontal 15.9 30 213 47 Middle frontal gyrus 6
R frontal 15.6 36 28 37 Precentral gyrus 6

R frontal 14.3 22 16 49 Superior frontal gyrus 8

L limbic 8.84 218 247 24 Parahippocampal gyrus 19

L temporal 8.22 240 8 231 Superior temporal gyrus 38
L temporal 5.61 261 237 28 Middle temporal gyrus 21

L temporal 5.39 263 224 221 Inferior temporal gyrus 20

L parietal 5.12 220 246 52 Precuneus 7
L parietal 4.96 218 247 36 Precuneus 31

R temporal 4.90 55 221 223 Fusiform gyrus 20

R temporal 4.80 59 211 218 Inferior temporal gyrus 21

R frontal 4.78 10 54 21 Superior frontal gyrus 9
R frontal 4.4 22 33 37 Middle frontal gyrus 8

L sublobar 3.96 230 10 22 Claustrum
R temporal 3.78 48 17 213 Superior temporal gyrus 38

2,000 0.003 L cerebellum 14.6 236 254 236 Cerebellar tonsil

P values of ,0.001 (uncorrected at voxel level) and ,0.05 (FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons at cluster level) were accepted as

statistically significant. In cluster level section, reported for each statistically significant cluster are number of voxels, corrected P value,

and cortical region where cluster was found. In peak level section, reported for each significant cluster are z score, peak coordinates,
corresponding cortical region, and BA.
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at this stage of the disease but may fail at subsequent stages.
It is likely that compensatory mechanisms in the DLFC are
still functionally active in the predementia stage and that
their failure could be one of the pathophysiologic correlates
of the conversion to AD dementia (30).
However, cognitive reserve in prodromal AD patients is

likely based on networks, rather than on individual areas,
that have been investigated by means of cognitive activa-
tion studies using H2

15O PET and functional MR imaging
(11,12). This approach relies on the hypothesis that cogni-
tive reserve begins either with the activation of networks
typically used to accomplish a given task (the so-called
neural reserve) (31) or with the recruitment of alternative
compensatory networks, which would suggest neural com-
pensation. Since this approach focuses on the networks that
directly underlie task performance, it does not address the
alternative concept of how cognitive reserve is, more gen-
erally, functionally mediated. In fact, one can hypothesize
that cognitive reserve is mediated by non–task-specific net-
works that can be recruited during several less specific tasks
(32). This view is supported by the fact that cognitive reserve
helps maintain effective function across a wide range of
activities despite the presence of brain pathology. Our ap-
proach thus aimed to disclose these resting networks by
analyzing metabolic connectivity in HE and LE prodro-
mal AD with a similar severity of cognitive impairment
despite greater brain metabolic damage in the HE group.
In HE prodromal AD, metabolism in the DLFC showed
wide correlations with several cortical areas in both hemi-
spheres (frontal, temporal, and occipital cortex; parahippo-
campal gyrus; and precuneus), as well as in the cerebellar
hemispheres, but was just substantially autocorrelated in
LE prodromal AD. Without entering into the detailed mean-
ing of each correlation site, it is worth noting that these sites
involved mainly those areas that were not affected by signif-
icant hypometabolism, as shown in Figure 1A, and thus were
more functionally preserved. From the methodologic point of
view, it could be argued that a more generalized relative
brain hypometabolism in HE prodromal AD could have
been responsible for this wider interregional correlation.

However, several brain regions included in these meta-
bolic networks did not show significant hypometabolism
with respect to both control and LE prodromal AD
patients. Even more important, the analysis of the meta-
bolic correlation of ROI depression indeed showed just
autocorrelation both in the HE and in the LE prodromal
AD groups. Finally, in a previous metabolic connectivity
study (17), we demonstrated that the general population
of prodromal AD patients has reduced metabolic connec-
tivity with respect to cognitively normal controls both in
metabolically impaired and non–metabolically impaired
brain regions. Although based on a different methodol-
ogy, the present findings align nicely with those of the few
available activation studies aiming to disclose common or
task-specific networks for cognitive reserve. By means of
functional MR imaging, Stern et al. (32) investigated the
presence of a single network as a likely candidate for a ge-
neric cognitive reserve network, through the demonstration of
common sites of activation as a function of cognitive reserve,
across 2 tasks with different cognitive processing demands
(encoding and retrieval of a nonverbal serial recognition
task). This common network was shown to be centered in
the right and left superior frontal (BA 10), left medial
frontal (BA 9), right medial frontal (BA 6 and 8), and left
middle frontal (BA 8) gyri. The above-discussed meta-
bolic connectivity analyses suggested explanations about
how HE prodromal AD patients can cope better with a more
severe AD-related hypometabolic involvement. However, the
analyses did not completely elucidate whether these meta-
bolic networks are due to preserved functional connections
that are physiologically present in more educated subjects
(i.e., the brain reserve component of cognitive reserve) or
to the recruitment of alternative neural networks able to
support cognitive function just in the presence of disease-
related damage elsewhere (i.e., the brain compensation
component of cognitive reserve). To specifically investi-
gate this aspect, the metabolic connectivity of the right
DLFC was tested in both HE controls and LE controls. In
the post hoc analysis, we demonstrated that the DLFC-
related wide metabolic network in HE prodromal AD
patients was topographically similar to but quantitatively
more pronounced than that in LE prodromal AD patients

FIGURE 5. Interregional correlation analysis of ROI compensation

in LE (A) and HE (B) controls. Other figure details are provided in
legend to Figure 2. Talairach coordinates and further details are

provided in Supplemental Table 3.

FIGURE 6. Point-by-point comparison of distribution of results of

voxelwise interregional correlation analysis of ROI compensation in

HE prodromal AD patient and HE control. Brain regions that signif-

icantly correlated with ROI compensation are superimposed on MR
scan (yellow in HE prodromal AD patient and blue in HE control).
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and even HE controls. Some areas correlating with the
right DLFC just in HE prodromal AD, such as the cere-
bellum and superior temporal–parietal cortex, seem to be
exquisitely related to neural compensation (Fig. 6). This
result suggests that both mechanisms, neural reserve and
neural compensation, are activated in HE prodromal AD.
There were some limitations to our study. First, we tested

education as a proxy of cognitive reserve but did not evaluate
the combined effect of occupation or the possible confound-
ing effect of apolipoprotein E genotype, as these data were
available for just some of the patients. Second, the use of
different PET scanners is a potential limitation of this study,
although we tried to minimize any such limitation by using
a multiple-factor approach, including the balanced number of
patients and controls among centers and the covariation for
the recording center as a nuisance variable in SPM analyses.

CONCLUSION

This study confirmed greater brain metabolic damage in
the AD-typical posterior limbic and associative cortex in
HE prodromal AD patients. Besides confirming the existence
of cognitive reserve in prodromal AD, the present findings
provide new insight into the functional mechanisms that
mediate cognitive reserve by identifying higher metabolic
activity in the DLFC. Moreover, the findings show more
extended and significant correlations of metabolism within
the right DLFC with other brain regions in HE than in LE
prodromal AD patients or even HE controls. These data
suggest that the phenomenic construct of cognitive reserve in
HE prodromal AD patients is a result of both neural reserve
and neural compensation.
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